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By Richard Camp
From the GREEN

SIGNS OF AUTUMN
As the temperatures break in Florida, students flock to The Green
(formerly known as Mill’s Lawn). Here, students gathered to play
lawn games like paddle ball and cornhole during Residential Life’s
Block Party, which was held in October.
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Brian Blanco

A CONVERSATION
WITH THE PRESIDENT
Rollins’ 14th President Lewis Duncan

In September, Rollins celebrated its designation as an Ashoka
Changemaker Campus—one of only 30 colleges or universities
that will be selected, confirming Rollins’ position as a leader in
applying the promise of education to the challenges of social
change. Rollins Magazine asked President Lewis Duncan what
being a Changemaker Campus will mean to Rollins.
Q: How does being a Changemaker
Campus fit Rollins’ mission?
A: At Rollins, we are committed to
educating for global citizenship and
responsible leadership. In support
of that commitment, Ashoka
Changemakers work together to
employ critical and creative thinking
to generate solutions to the world’s
most serious problems—it’s liberal
education in action.
Q: How does the Changemaker
Campus effort coordinate with Rollins’
community engagement program?
A: Being a Changemaker Campus
is an evolution of our community
engagement activities. Micki Meyer,
Lord Family Director of Community
Engagement, has described it as the
“next chapter of a great history of the
applied liberal arts.” Today’s Rollins
students are seeking ways they can
combine contributing to the greater
good with building successful
careers. Social entrepreneurship
offers just such opportunity.
Scott Cook

Q: What is social entrepreneurship?
A: Social entrepreneurs employ the
same innovative thinking practiced
by business entrepreneurs, but

applied to social issues. Like business
entrepreneurs, their results can
define new systems or redefine old
ones, but the bottom line is focused
on developing successful solutions.
Q: What’s the sustainability
component?
A: A successful solution must be
sustainable, both environmentally
and economically. Sustainable
change ensures our efforts can have
a lasting impact, without deferring
today’s greatest social challenges to
future generations.
Q: How does Rollins help prepare
promising social entrepreneurs?
A: Rollins’ Social Entrepreneurship
and Sustainability initiative (SESi),
the foundation of the College’s
campaign to become a Changemaker
Campus, provides learning
resources and opportunities to
experience social entrepreneurship
on the ground. Students across the
institution can engage in internships,
conferences, retreats, and immersion
trips, all preparing them to bring
ideas into practice.
For example, a pilot program
with the U.S. Department of State,
Tupperware Brands Corporation,

and the Crummer School has
brought a female professor from
an Iraqi university to study
entrepreneurship at Crummer,
followed by an “externship” with
Tupperware. When she returns
to Iraq, she will teach her women
students the principles she’s learned
here so they can contribute to Iraq’s
economic recovery.
Q: What else is Rollins pursuing in
support of the College’s mission to
educate for global citizenship and
responsible leadership?
A: Earlier this year, The National
Task Force on Civic Learning and
Democratic Engagement called
on colleges to incorporate civic
knowledge, skills, and values into
their learning expectations. Rollins’
Democracy Project adopted these
goals and is developing initiatives to
raise civic literacy and engagement
in the Rollins community. The
recent election offered opportunities
for the College to serve as a forum
for discussing a variety of issues and
viewpoints.
Q: That recalls your Installation
Address where you spoke of private
liberal arts colleges’ “essential role in
preserving the ideals of a democratic
society.”
A: My challenge to “rise up to the
call for societal leadership and
active citizenship” still stands. Every
member of the Rollins community
can be a changemaker. This purpose
represents both our historical past
and our aspirational future.
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By Richard Camp
From the GREEN

ON CAMPUS
Fox Day
MARCH 29

Students rushed to
welcome the fox as the
statue made its annual
appearance on campus
for Fox Day.

MARCH 21

Hundreds of students filled
the Alfond Sports Center
to watch teams (such
as the Rollins Dancers,
pictured here) compete
for the title of Best Overall
during Lip Sync.
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APRIL 5

Rebecca Wilson ’15
and Melissa Fussell ’13
of the Rollins Debate
Team faced off against
the Cambridge Union
Debating Society from
Cambridge University.

Photos by Judy Watson Tracy

APRIL 19

Jane Goodall,
world-renowned
primatologist and
United Nations
Messenger of Peace,
spoke at Rollins
as part of a weeklong Earth Day
celebration.

Presidential Visit
AUGUST 2

President Barack Obama became the third
sitting U.S. president to visit Rollins.

MAY 17

The women’s lacrosse
team made its first
NCAA appearance in the
program’s 5-year history,
falling to West Chester
19-10 in the national
semifinal.

SEPTEMBER 6

Rollins celebrated the
distinction of being the first
liberal arts institution in the
South and the first college
in Florida to join Ashoka’s
Changemaker Campus
Consortium.

Photo: Jim Hogue
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By Richard Camp
From the GREEN

A FULBRIGHT FUTURE
SCHOLARSHIP

Since receiving our first
Fulbright Award in 1951,
Rollins has produced a total
of 36 Fulbright Scholars (11 of
whom have been named since
2005). This year, a recordbreaking six more names were
added to that list.

Shayla Alamino ’12

Photos by Judy Watson Tracy

Country: Thailand
Major: Theatre arts
Up next: M.F.A. program
at Actors Studio Drama
School at Pace University
Why go abroad after
graduating?
When my parents were
my age, they arrived at
the Miami International
Airport with 100 pesos
(at the time, about $45),
two suitcases stuffed with
hand-me-down clothing,
and a limited knowledge of
English. Because coming to
the U.S. deterred them from
attending college, I feel the
importance of making education a priority for myself
and for others. Not only
have I fulfilled a dream they
couldn’t, but I’ll also get to
teach others the language
they had to learn.
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Jane Lombardi ’11

Aislinn Betancourt ’12

Kory Eylmann ’12

Country: Malaysia
Major: Religious studies
Up next: Dual degrees in
law and religious studies

Country: Germany
Major: International
business
Up next: M.B.A.

Why did you apply for a
Fulbright scholarship?
A great deal of Malaysia’s
registered refugees
suffer from political,
religious, and genderbased discrimination due
to Malaysia’s failure to
sign the UN Refugee Act,
which assures refugees’
civil rights. While I was
studying in Australia, I
became interested in this
topic as controversy arose
over their government’s
“Malaysia Plan”—an
attempt to swap 800 newly
arrived asylum seekers
for 4,000 of Malaysia’s
registered refugees (most
of whom were Burmese).
Being an advocate for
refugees everywhere and
especially in those cases
involving religious and
gender discrimination, I felt
compelled to return to that
part of the world (really,
initially just compelled to
leave the United States)
and do something about
the problem. The Fulbright
Scholarship offers me that
opportunity.

What’s your connection
to Germany?
I started studying German
my first semester at
Rollins in the German
RCC. At the end of that
semester, I traveled to
Germany as part of a field
study, which was my first
international experience. I
also spent six months there
studying abroad during my
sophomore year.

Country: Mexico
Major: Latin American
and Caribbean studies
and Spanish
Up next: Doctoral program
in Hispanic literature
How will this experience
impact your future goals?
I want to continue my
studies in Hispanic literature
and eventually teach at the
university level. One of my
research interests is Latin
American and Caribbean
popular culture, so Mexico
offers the opportunity to
experience their popular
culture firsthand, to begin
researching my topics of
interest while preparing
myself for graduate studies,
and to gain more teaching
experience with collegeage students.

Nic Ramos–Flores ’12
Country: Korea
Major: Spanish
Up next: Teach or pursue
graduate school
Why Korea?
I want to study somewhere
that I have no knowledge
about. I spent a year in
Spain, and I know how that
cultural system works. I am
Puerto Rican, so I know
how the Hispanic world
works. But I am not familiar
with Asia, and I think Korea
will give me the opportunity
to increase my knowledge
about a different part of the
world.

Ian Wallace ’12
Country: Nepal
Major: International
relations
Up next: Teach for America
What are you most
excited to learn during
your experience?
To be honest, I am very
excited to try to pick up
some Nepali. I think it would
be really neat to someday
hold a simple conversation
with my fraternity brothers
[Raghabendra] KC [’13] and
Adi [Mahara ’12] in their
native tongue.

Oh, the Places They Go
Study Abroad Breakdown
Number of students 2011–12
Traveling expands
perspectives and deepens
knowledge. It’s no wonder
then that studying
abroad continues to be
a popular alternative
for accruing credits. At
Rollins, 62 percent of
students study abroad
before they graduate—to
destinations both far (like
Thailand at 9,370 miles
from Winter Park) and
previously inaccessible to
U.S. citizens, like Cuba and
Burma (Myanmar).
This information is based on stats
from the 2011-12 academic year,
and includes the Colleges of Arts &
Sciences and Professional Studies,
the Crummer Graduate School of
Business, and the Hamilton Holt
School.

NOTED
Robert Smither was named dean of the
College of Arts & Sciences (A&S). Smither,
a notable campus leader and professor of
psychology, has been acting as interim dean of
A&S since 2011.
David Richard was named dean of the
Hamilton Holt School. Richard is a professor of
psychology with a focus in clinical psychology
and cognitive-behavior therapy.
H. James McLaughlin has been named
the Richard James Mertz Chair of Education.
He is the third professor to hold the Mertz
professorship since it was established in 2001
from a generous donation by Esther M. Mertz,
who created the endowed chair of education to
honor the memory of her son, James Mertz ’60.
In May, David Lord ’69 ’71MBA was elected
chair of the Board of Trustees.
During commencement, the following six
faculty members were elevated to emeriti status:
Larry Holt (computer science), Richard
James (computer science), Edna McClellan
(library), James Small (biology), Larry Van
Sickle (sociology), and Ted Veit (finance).

RANKI NGS

For the third straight
year, Rollins has
ranked among the
nation’s best in
blending academic
and athletics success,
according to the NCSA
Collegiate Power
Rankings. The Tars
ranked second in
Division II and tied for
15th overall.
rollins.edu | FALL 2012 | 9

Reading ROOM

A LOOK AT
GRAPHIC
NOVELS
Judy Watson Tracy

Resident comics
expert Julian
Chambliss,
associate
professor of
history, discusses
the five graphic
novels that
changed the
industry.
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A Contract with God and Other
Tenement Stories (1978)

Maus (1986, 1991)
ART SPIEGELMAN

WILL EISNER
Will Eisner was an ardent champion of
the comic form, arguing that comics
were a “sequential art.” Driven by his
desire to demonstrate that artistry, he
spent two years creating A Contract
with God, which is often cited as the
first modern graphic novel. That label
is contested, but this work, which
uses Eisner’s 1930s Bronx tenement
upbringing as an inspiration, brought
added emphasis to the biographical
and avant-garde material emerging
from independent comics publishers
in the 1970s. The four stories that
comprise the book—“A Contract
with God,” “The Street Singer,” “The
Super,” and “Cookalein”—illustrate
immigrant life during the Great
Depression. This collection is part of
a trilogy that includes A Life Force
(1988) and Dropsie Avenue (1995), yet
unquestionably, Contract is the book
that introduced the uninitiated reading
public to the emotional impact graphic
novels could achieve.

The first comic to receive a Pulitzer
Prize for letters, Maus is one of the
most celebrated graphic novels in
modern memory. Published between
1980 and 1986 as a serial in the
underground comic magazine Raw, the
first volume was collected in Maus I:
My Father Bleeds History in 1986. The
second volume, Maus II: And Here My
Troubles Began, was published in 1991.
Based on interviews with his father
about his Holocaust experience, Maus
employs anthropomorphism depicting
distinct nationalities as different
animals—Jews as mice and Germans as
cats. It also complicates the storyline
by blending an autobiographical
examination of Spiegelman’s paternal
relationship with a narrative focus on
his family’s Holocaust experience. The
result is an emotionally engaging and
artistically challenging work.

Akira introduced American
readers to the depth and
complexity of manga, a term
referring to Japanese comics.

In Watchmen,
readers are
introduced to
individuals
struggling with
the personal
and societal
consequences of
vigilantism.

with greater sales exist (Astro Boy
and Fist of the North Star have both
sold more than 100 million copies),
Akira stands out for its transformative
impact on the perception of manga
in the United States and around the
world. It is credited with generating
an anime craze in the 1990s that
fundamentally altered the global pop
culture landscape.

Watchmen (1986)
ALAN MOORE AND
DAVE GIBBONS

Akira (1982–1990)
KATSUHIRO OTOMO
One of the first Japanese graphic
novels available in its original entirety
in the United States, Akira introduced
American readers to the depth
and complexity of manga, a term
referring to Japanese comics. Like U.S.
comics, Akira features an adolescent
protagonist with superpowers, Tetsuo
Shima; however, Akira demonstrates
the dynamic style, complex
characterization, abundant subplots,
thematic depth, and a Japanese
postwar worldview that is intrinsic to
manga. While numerous manga titles

Designated by TIME magazine as
one of the 100 best English language
novels published since 1923, Watchmen
marked a fundamental transformation
of superhero comics in the United
States. Set in an alternative universe
where the U.S. was victorious in
Vietnam, Richard Nixon is still
president, and the United States
is close to nuclear war, Watchmen
hinges on a murder mystery. Although
lauded as one of the greatest
superhero stories, Watchmen features
characters devoid of superpowers
(with the exception of Dr. Manhattan).
Instead, readers are introduced
to individuals struggling with the
personal and societal consequences of
vigilantism. Recurring visual elements,

supplemental prose sections in each
issue, and a separate story about
comics within the story all serve to
highlight how the medium functions.

Cerebus (1977–2004)
DAVE SIM
Cerebus was the longest-running
independently produced comic book
in history. The story of an amoral,
3-foot-tall barbarian aardvark,
Cerebus began as a parody of Conan
the Barbarian inspired, in part, by
Howard the Duck. Lauded for its
engaging storytelling, humor, and
characterization, Sim’s work has been
recognized by every major industry
award. Experimentation in form,
style, and content make Cerebus
noteworthy; however, it is the comic’s
self-published and self-financed
status—combined with Sim’s vocal
assertion of artistic control—that has
arguably had the biggest impact.
Indeed, Sim inspired the Creator’s Bill
of Rights, a professional manifesto
that outlined expectations toward
intellectual property for comic
creators; and writers as diverse as
Terry Moore (Strangers in Paradise)
and J. Michael Straczynski (Babylon
5) allude to Sim as a creative and
professional influence.
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Karim
Rahemtulla
’85 | ’90MBA

WHERE IN
THE WORLD
IS KARIM
RAHEMTULLA?
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Alumni PROFILE

By Mary Seymour ’80 | Photo by Judy Watson Tracy

Karim Rahemtulla ’85 ’90MBA freely admits that he suffers from
wanderlust. In the first half of 2012 alone, his overseas destinations
included Russia, Argentina, and Scandinavia. Karim has spent a lifetime
traversing the globe: He was born in Kenya to Indian parents, attended
boarding school in England, moved to Canada with his family in his
teens, and finished high school in Florida.
It’s no surprise, then, that he grew up to be a world traveler.
Yet, it’s his latest book, Where in the World Should I Invest?: An
Insider’s Guide to Making Money Around the Globe, that has put him
squarely on the map. As the senior correspondent for Wall Street
Daily (www.wallstreetdaily.com), a free investment newsletter that
challenges Wall Street’s standard wisdom, and the founder and
editor of The Smart Cap Alert (thesmartcapalert.com), a research
service that provides stock market strategies and recommendations,
Karim has become the go-to expert for risk-loving folks who want
to invest in underdeveloped overseas markets. Some might compare
this type of investing to playing Texas Hold ’em while blindfolded;
if so, Karim’s book is the equivalent of an expert card player
whispering in the gambler’s ear.
First and foremost, he advises, “Emerging markets are not for the
faint of heart. They’re extremely volatile. If you are going to invest,
don’t hold—buy and trade.”
Karim speaks from experience: Not only does he invest in
emerging markets, he investigates those markets firsthand.
After Egypt’s political revolution in February 2011, he got on a
plane to witness the aftermath. He met with the head of Egypt’s
stock exchange and walked the streets of Cairo, which were still
smoldering. “Most people were saying, ‘Buy Egypt,’ but I said, ‘No

way,’ ” recalls Karim. “That turned out to be right.”
Whatever country he’s vetting, Karim typically meets with
its finance minister and its head of the stock exchange. He also
immerses himself in its culture, getting a sense of the current
zeitgeist. For example, during a recent visit to Vietnam’s Ho Chi
Minh City, he was struck by its vibrancy. “You see billboards for
Palmolive detergent, and you think, ‘Gosh, this is what people
were looking at in the ’60s in the U.S.’ In the States, people take
everything for granted; they have a car, a house. In Vietnam,
people are just dying to buy toilet paper that’s soft. They’re finally
beginning to enjoy the things we’ve had for decades.” He adds,
“As the economic playing field gets level, the world will be a better
place—that’s the excitement of it.”
Where in the World Should I Invest? is as much travelogue as
investors’ guide. For example, his chapter on Thailand includes
a description of its famed red-light district, and he offers some
typically straightforward advice on the land of his ancestors: “If
you get flustered easily or hate crowds, don’t visit India.”
Of course, Karim, who doesn’t fluster easily, will be visiting
India again. And Cambodia, and China, and any other country
where people are thrilled to have soft toilet paper and a future
that looks rosier than the past.
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FROM THE COVER

Are our emotions
preventing us from
discussing the issues
that impact us most?
rollins.edu | FALL 2012 | 15

FROM THE COVER | the political divide

By Maureen Harmon | Illustration by Charlie Powell

ick Foglesong, professor of political science, has
absolutely no data to back up his latest political
observation. But he’s pretty sure there aren’t as
many political lawn signs popping up in Florida
as there were four years ago. And he’s certain that
fewer and fewer of his students want to engage in
political discourse in the classroom. His theory?
People are more closeted these days because
talking politics with neighbors or roommates
who aren’t voting your party line can quickly get
you uninvited to the holiday potluck or may draw
a permanent line down the dorm-room floor.
But online, it’s a different story. On Facebook, voters repost news stories that tout the
strengths of one candidate or blast the opposition. They take to Twitter during the debate,
cheering on zingers and encouraging their candidate to go for the jugular as if they were
watching Muhammad Ali and Joe Frazier duke it out in the ring.
Rollins saw the online battle firsthand last July when it announced that President Obama
would make an appearance at the College. Within 10 minutes of a Facebook post, the Rollins
page received its first comment, and the online debate that ensued ranged from excitement
to frustration to sheer anger. “It is unfortunate that Rollins would allow such a president to
speak at their learning institution,” wrote one alumnus. The next day, when Rollins released
details about ticketing, it took only two minutes for a graduate to chime in: “I just puked in
my mouth.”
By August 2, the day of Obama’s visit, the back and forth had gotten much uglier. “Adds
to our University’s resume of HAMAS Terrorists speaking on campus. One in the same,”
wrote commenter X. To which another commenter responded: “[Commenter X]’s the
Rollins’ chapter president of Bigots R Us.” Some graduates and students blamed Rollins
for taking a political stance by footing the bill for Obama’s speech. (It didn’t, by the way.
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FROM THE COVER | the political divide

The Obama campaign rented the Alfond Sports Center on its own dime and
managed ticket distribution.) When one gentleman corrected the spelling of
another on LinkedIn, he was quickly denounced when the intended recipient
of that message dug up the proofreader’s 4-year-old DUI arrest. “I do not know
which impeaches your credibility more,” he wrote. “Having a criminal record,
or being a Democrat.”
This isn’t the first time political conversations around the country have
reached a boiling point. Just think about what Abraham Lincoln had to deal
with regarding the Civil War. Or Truman with the atomic bomb. And let’s not
forget the aftermath of the Gore-Bush election. Even so, Rollins experts seem
to agree: The character of political discourse has deteriorated over the last 20
to 25 years. The level of anger seems to have escalated and the chasm between
the left and the right is continually expanding.
“It’s like the whole nation is on a surfboard and we’re competing against
our brothers and sisters,” says Ted Gournelos, assistant professor of critical
media and cultural studies, “rather than watching the sharks that are coming
for us.”
So why can’t we all just get along?
WE LEARNED IT BY WATCHING YOU.
First of all, we don’t exactly have great role models, says Foglesong. “There’s a
top-down influence on citizens about how conversations about politics should
take place,” he says. And the way our electoral system is set up isn’t helping.
There are so many safe districts within Congress—areas that heavily support
one party or another—that members of Congress representing those districts
have relatively strong job security. There’s simply no need for them to work
across the aisle. And for those politicians who are battling for their seat every
time an election crops up, the campaign begins to seep into their job. It’s a
fundamental change to American politics, says Don Davison, professor of
political science. “It used to be that once the votes were counted, the elected
official would get on with the job of governing. That has been breached,”
he says. “Governing is seemingly inextricably connected to all of these
electioneering tactics.” The result is what Davison calls a “hyper-democracy”:
Everything lives in the public domain—conversations on the Congress
floor, emails, meetings. It doesn’t leave much breathing room for politicians
to negotiate.
What politicians do instead is stand their ground. “Candidates take
uncompromising positions. A campaign pledge elevates to the level of
principle, and you can’t compromise your principles,” Davison says. “That’s
a sign of weakness.” Voters tend to follow suit. Pair that with issues that are
naturally divisive—issues such as abortion, health care, gay marriage, taxes—
and a civil exchange of ideas takes a backseat.
To be fair, we don’t really know what we’re doing when it comes to political
discourse, as we’ve had little practice. We’ve been told for decades that politics
doesn’t make for polite conversation—it’s chalked right up there with sex and
religion. As a result, says Joan Davison, professor of political science, we’re not
trained to talk politics. “Americans tend not to be politically knowledgable,”
she says, “and that reality leads to an oversimplification and personalization
of the issues.” To the U.S. citizen, politics are personal. The campaigns know
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this all too well and lean on voters’ emotions to play up
those ideologies. “What ideologies do is simplify and
summarize reality for the voters,” says Davison, “and
simplifications lead to a lack of the depth that we need in
political discourse.”
Here, she suggests, we could take a few cues from
Switzerland. Every time there’s a referendum on the
Swiss ballot, every home receives a public statement that
lays out the facts. (It’s also worth mentioning that most
European countries have a multiparty system, which
leads to negotiations between parties. In Germany, for
example, no one party will win enough seats to govern
alone. They have no choice but to work across party
lines, says Davison.) But in America, even the “facts”
are up for debate. When the jobs number came out in
October, Davison points out, the unemployment rate was
lower than expected. Immediately, the right suggested
the numbers had been doctored. “You can’t even debate
unemployment,” says Davison, “because we don’t agree
on what the facts are.”
IT’S NOT YOU, IT’S ME.
It’s not just the politicians who are poor examples of
political conversationalists. Cable television isn’t helping.
Neither is your brain. “The news isn’t really ‘the news’
anymore,” says Paul Harris, professor of psychology.
“Our news sources, given economics, are pandering to
the audience that is watching them.” Gournelos takes it a
step further: The people we’re calling “journalists”—Bill
O’Reilly, Rush Limbaugh, Rachel Maddow, Bill Maher—
are actually employed as actors. “They’re spouting sound
bites. They’re not spouting facts.”
And in most cases, they’re preaching to the choir. Due
to a psychological theory called “confirmation bias,” we
selectively seek commentary that supports our political
beliefs, says Harris, and in doing so, our views become
more extreme. Instead of getting our information from
a variety of news sources, a liberal might opt to get it
from a source that leans left in its commentary, while a
conservative seeks out one that leans right. When voters
limit their exposure to other viewpoints, Harris says,
they become more and more assured that their position
is right, which in turn makes them more and more upset
when they hear a challenging opinion. “My beliefs get
more reinforced,” he says, “and I’m rarely exposed to
beliefs contradictory to my own.” (Not only does the
“birds-of-a-feather” mentality reinforce opinions, it can
strengthen them through a psychological theory called
group polarization. For example, take 10 people who rate

Rollins experts seem to agree: The
character of political discourse has
deteriorated over the last 20 to 25 years.
The level of anger seems to have escalated
and the chasm between the left and the
right is continually expanding.
their support of Romney as a 7 on a scale of 1–10. Get
that group together, get them talking, and the group as a
whole will support Romney at a level of 8 or higher, says
Harris, even though their individual ratings were lower.)
“Confirmation bias” also affects the way we process
information coming from candidates. The boisterous
and giggling Joe Biden, for example, can be perceived as
rude by one person and scrupulous by another. In other
words, the person who believes Biden to be a left-leaning
bumbler will perceive him as such. Another who thinks
he tells it like it is will have her perceptions confirmed as
well—conveniently, all in the same televised debate.
Not only do we seek commentary that supports our
views, we seek friends who do the same. Here Harris
points to research on “in-groups” and “out-groups.” Your
“in-group” might include fellow scrapbookers, fellow
working moms, fellow liberals or conservatives. Those
in the out-group aren’t into the same hobbies as you; or
they don’t hold the same religious beliefs; or they vote
for the other side. We also perceive our in-groups and
out-groups through different lenses—it’s called the “outgrouping homogeneity effect,” which is psych-talk for
perceiving your own group as being particularly diverse,
while lumping individuals in the other group under
one label. A middle-of-the road Democrat, for example,
might think that members of her party are spread evenly
across the liberal-conservative spectrum, but when
she thinks of Republicans, she labels them all as wildly
conservative. “Once you say they’re all the same, it’s easier
to pigeonhole that group,” says Harris, “and it becomes an
‘us and them’ mentality.”
The media tends to reinforce that mentality, often
opting to cover the battles instead of the issues. “What the
media covers is the combat between the debaters. Who’s

aggressive? Who’s calm? Did
someone have a ‘zinger’? Who’s
backed up against the wall?”
says Don Davison. “There’s an
emphasis in that sort of drama.”
In turn, and in real time, voters
take to social media sites to weigh
in and encourage the battle as if
this were a football game and not
a political debate on the national
stage. When the first presidential
debate in Denver seemed civil,
Twitter filled with messages about
how boring it was. The following
day, CNN reported the “25
funniest tweets” about the event, which included messages like, “So far, this
is as exciting as Lunesta. Which I love. #mockthevote;” “This is like watching
a tax law professor debate an investment advice infomercial host;” and “Hey
Obama — TRAIN WITH HILLARY. This is ROCKY III and she’s your Apollo
Creed. #eyeofthetiger.”
FUTURE FEARS
According to Gournelos, there’s another factor at play in the degeneration
of political discourse: fear. “We’re afraid on both sides,” he says. “It’s a
manifestation of a real fear about our future, our children’s future, our
neighbors’ futures, our own future.” Just think about the biggest issues for
the candidates: the middle class, the economy, employment, health care, even
China. “America’s talking deferentially about China,” Gournelos says. “People
are beginning to see that there are other superpowers. It’s hard for people to
wrap their minds around it.”
We’re also pretty tired. We don’t have enough hours in the week to read
the paper, says Gournelos, because we’re working all the time to achieve the
American dream, which these days, is out of reach for the majority of the
population. “The American dream is there. We just can’t have it. … How do
you respond?” he asks. “In many cases, you respond violently.”
Don Davison agrees. “Economic inequality is a major driving force for
this,” he says, and suggests that the last time we saw this much political
polarization was about 100 years ago when an emerging middle class fought
for progressive policies to combat the economic inequality in the United
States. When Woodrow Wilson enacted some of those progressive policies,
the gap between the rich and the poor narrowed, says Davison, and with the
heat off, members of Congress started cooperating with each other again.
“As inequality expands, you see paralleled development in Congress, where
party polarization intensifies. It’s at the highest historical levels possible that
we can mathematically measure,” he says, citing a 2005 study, “Polarized
America: The Dance of Ideology and Unequal Riches” by Nolan McCarty,
Keith Poole, and Howard Rosenthal published through the Institute of
Governmental Studies at UC Berkeley. “The good news is it can’t get any worse.
Mathematically, at least.”
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HOW TO
SUCCEED
IN BUSINESS
BY REALLY
TRYING

In 1960, soldiers from Fidel Castro’s militia
entered the childhood home of Patricia
Loret de Mola ’78 ’80MBA, searching for
hidden firearms and valuables. Unaware of
the direness of the situation, four-year-old
Pat and her sisters stood at the top of the
stairs and scattered play money down on
the soldiers while the girls’ parents looked
on in dismay.
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Pat’s father, a veterinarian and rancher, was a
substantial property owner until Castro seized power
in 1959 and instituted socialist agrarian reform. “My
father tried to keep his land, but it was confiscated,”
she recalls. “He stayed in Cuba a little longer than the
rest of the family because he wanted to protect his
property.”
By 1961, after the failed Bay of Pigs mission,
staying was too dangerous—as the militia’s visit
to the Loret de Mola home had proved. The family
moved to Miami, where they had to start all over
again, this time from nothing.
For Pat, those early, loss-filled years instilled
a fierce will to re-establish the family name—to
succeed through intelligence, hard work, and pluck.
Nobody could confiscate these qualities from her.
She went to Rollins, planning to become a
veterinarian like her father, and ended up majoring
in biology and philosophy. When she was offered a
full scholarship to the Crummer Graduate School of
Business, she thought about her options: four years of
veterinary school, which her still-struggling parents
could ill afford, or two years of business school at no
cost.
It was an easy decision.
Pat, who’d always been strong in analytics and
math, studied finance and international economics,
which led to a post-graduation job in international
banking at Manufacturers Hanover. Never one to
waste time, she moved to New York City and started
the job two days after commencement.
During her time with Manufacturers Hanover,
Pat worked with the acquisition finance team that led
to the $26 billion leveraged buyout of RJR Nabisco,
the largest such transaction at the time. She would
later work for Mitsubishi Trust & Banking, the largest
trust bank in Japan, and start a new department that
invested in and managed leveraged buyouts. After
seven years with Mitsubishi, Pat was lured away to
Merrill Lynch, where she sold high yield loans to
other financial firms.
After working with big banks for so many years,
Pat felt her entrepreneurial spirit calling loudly. She’d
noticed that banks closed loans with a ridiculous
amount of paperwork: faxes, emails, letters, printed
forms. Why not automate all that paperwork on a
centralized platform via the Internet?

Patricia Loret
de Mola
’78 | ’80MBA

That question led Pat to start Trade Settlement
Inc. (TSI), which offers automated loan closings
for banks and their corporate clients. The business
grew exponentially in its early years; by 2008, it had
50 employees and overseas offices in Dublin and
London. At its peak, TSI was closing almost $20
billion of bank loans per month. Then came the 2008
financial crisis, followed by the national economic
drought that continues. TSI has downsized to 15
employees and closed its European offices, but Pat has
set her sights on a return to Europe. Re-establishing
and rebuilding are her stock-in-trade, after all.

With only one competitor in the market, Pat stays
busy working with top international banks. She’s
constantly refining TSI’s products and adding new
ones. TSI’s settlements on its revamped platform are
performing well—after all, loans are created, traded,
and resold in good times and bad.
Today, the homes Pat shares with her longtime
partner, Tori Butt, do not encompass the same
acreage as her parents’ former properties in Cuba, but
they represent a promise she made to herself 50 years
ago, a promise to set her sights sky-high, persevere,
and do the Loret de Mola name proud.
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H

ere at last was the moment
they had been waiting for:
It’s July 27, 2012, in an offthe-beaten path area of
Nepal, and for the first time, Bal Mandir
primary school has a running source of
clean drinking water.
The students who have been playing
soccer all day under an unrelenting sun
push to be first in line for a drink. The
pitchers of water offer a welcomed respite.
Raghabendra KC ’13 is the man
responsible for making this happen, and
at this moment, he’s too busy joking with
a group of kids in Nepalese to notice that
two years of work—and several phone
calls and countless hours of organizing
volunteers, raising money, and negotiating
better deals—has finally come to fruition.
KC thinks in numbers. If you could see his thought process in action, you
might very well see strings of 0s and 1s, or equations being reduced to their
simplest form. Mathematics and optimization fuel his decision-making and
shine through in everything he does—whether he’s talking about his 30year life plan (which he’s broken down into 5-year increments, all slowly
building a foundation to start a political career) or conducting research on
portfolio optimization.
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MISSION AQUA sprang
from KC’s combined desires
to address a serious issue
while finding the fastest
way to impact the largest
number of people.

When I met up with the
mathematics and economics double
major at Palmano’s on Park Avenue
last May, he recalled a conversation
he’d recently had with Jay Yellen, a
professor of mathematics at Rollins.
“His neighbor was installing
sprinklers, and Dr. Yellen was trying
to determine the least amount he
would need to cover his yard without
having any overlap,” KC explains.
“He had 17 or 18 sprinklers but
only needed 15 or 16. His concern
was whether it would cover the
entire area.”
“I thought he was crazy,” KC
continues. “But yesterday I was
writing to someone about Mission
Aqua, and I was like, wait a minute.
That’s how I think. That’s the way
that I wanted to distribute the money
we had raised.”
Mission Aqua is a project KC
launched to address and raise
awareness of the need for potable
drinking water. By installing water
purifiers in primary schools, KC
figured he could have the broadest
reach, which would allow him to
minimize spending. Ultimately,
this approach would allow him
to completely change a life for the
equivalent of $1.
The project is one component
of Making Lives Better (MLB),
an organization he started with
classmate and fellow Nepali Aditya
Mahara ’12 that is committed to
community service projects that
enhance Nepal.
“As the members of Making Lives
Better, we seek to do just that—make
the lives of the unfortunate, destitute,
and impoverished better,” Mahara

wrote in a blog entry in 2009, the
year he and KC launched MLB.
“Through a ceaseless sense of duty,
a strong will toward development
along with personal growth, a
pursuit of leadership in a world of
apathy, and the unselfish desire to
ease the suffering of those shackled
in poverty and despair, we hope to
improve the world around us.”
KC knew from day one what his
focus would be.
“I always had this idea because a
lot of people—a lot of people—get
sick or lose their lives because of
simple stuff like not drinking pure
water,” he says. “Simple stuff like
that. I had seen evidence of it during
my travels through the country. The
more I researched it—the numbers
were staggering.”
Access to clean water continues to
be a major concern—and with good
reason. In Blue Covenant, Maude
Barlow points out, “More children
are killed by dirty water than by
war, malaria, HIV/AIDS, and traffic
accidents combined.”
According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), more than
3.4 million people die as a result of
water-related diseases, making it the
leading cause of disease and death
around the world. And while there’s
good news—more than 2 billion
people gained access to improved
water sources between 1990 and
2010 according to a 2012 WHO
report—there’s still significant
room for improvement: More than
780 million people are still without
access to improved sources of
drinking water, and 2.5 billion lack
improved sanitation.
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“The purifier itself was cheap. It was the
epitome of $1 equals one life kind of thing.”
In Nepal alone, 5.6 million Nepalis (around 20 percent of
the population) still do not have access to safe drinking water,
according to a 2010 report by the Department of Water Supply
and Sewerage. And WaterAid Nepal estimates that 10,500
children die every year as a result of water and sanitationrelated diseases.
Mission Aqua sprang from KC’s combined desires to address
a serious issue while finding the fastest way to impact the largest
number of people.
“I had heard of campaigns where people or big organizations
donated purifiers for different schools and stuff like that, and I
thought there’s so much more that can be done with this,” KC
recalls.
This was 2010, and KC planned to launch Mission Aqua
when he returned home from Rollins that summer. He needed
some funds to get the program started. Not sure where to
start, he spoke with Micki Meyer, the Lord Family Director of
Community Engagement.
“KC came to me and had a vision and plan,” Meyer recalls.
“He wanted to build off of the work that Dr. [Pedro] Bernal

Adi Mahara ’12 hands out
water bottles to students
at Bal Mandir.
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had done in the Dominican Republic over the past decade.
He believed that access to clean water was essential in rural
Nepal and knew he could mobilize students to get behind
this effort since it’s simple, cost-effective, sustainable, and
transformational for communities.”
“We discussed it for awhile, and she was like, ‘Here, I’ll give
you $550 for this project,’ ” he says. “ ‘Try it out, make a pilot
study, do a report, and see if it works.’ ”
The goal of the Office of Community Engagement is to
connect students’ deepest passion with the world’s greatest need,
and they often support student projects. “We want to direct
resources to those projects that create social and environmental
change on both a local and global scale,” Meyer says.
With $550 at his disposal, KC’s mind quickly turned to
efficiency.
“My initial goal was to impact at least 550 people with that
$550,” he reflects. “The purifier itself was cheap. It was the
epitome of $1 equals one life kind of thing.”
That May, he left Winter Park for Kathmandu and launched
his first pilot study. Later that summer, a group of Rollins
students joined him to work on installing the purifiers. To
measure the project’s effectiveness, he decided to install
purifiers in two vastly different regions: in a rural area, for
which he chose Bal Mandir located in Silgadhi, a village in far
western Nepal; and in a more populated area, for which he
selected Shridiwa in Kathmandu Valley.
The results? 576 students and staff members benefited. He
had met his goal, but analyzing the impact in two different areas
provided a lesson in value.
“The outcome was completely shocking,” he says. “In the
village, people actually took care of it better, it meant more to
the them, the impact was stronger than in Kathmandu. The
school in the Valley didn’t have a purifying system, but the
children had them in their homes. As a result, they weren’t
taking ownership of it, and in at least two months’ time, one of
the purifiers had already been broken.”
Duration became a concern, as did efficiency. While KC saw
value in having Rollins students participate, he wondered if he
could improve the process.
“There are two different issues at hand,” KC says. “You
want Mission Aqua to be efficient, less money, more impact,
and you want students to go to Nepal and have it impact their
lives, but that means less time, more resources, more language
barriers. Having students go on the trip was a compromise to
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Bal Mandir is located in the far western
Nepali town of Silgadhi. The trip there
requires a 70-minute flight from Kathmandu
west to Dhangadhi near the Indian border
and a seven-hour bus ride north along
narrow, curving mountain roads.
our efficiency. Spending $1,000 so they could
go rather than spending that $1,000 on the
mission itself didn’t sit right with me.”
As a result, he and Mahara started
reaching out to friends and former
classmates from Nepal and looking for other
partner schools to start MLB organizations
at their universities.
“We offered help. We gave them
everything they needed. We designed the
projects for them. We told them where to get
the funds,” KC recalls. “All they needed to
do was to plan something like this, and we
needed more human resources.”
In the end, he found two students who
were willing to commit: Sneha Bhandari
from Westminster College in Missouri and
Manish Jung Thapa from St. John’s College
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in New Mexico. The collaboration proved
worthwhile. They received a $10,000
grant from the Davis Project for Peace
at Westminster.
Bolstered by increased financial and
human resources, Mission Aqua expanded.
The next summer, KC, Mahara, Bhandari,
and Jung Thapa installed 36 water purifiers
in 25 different schools.
“The schools where we installed them
had a larger population than the schools
from the previous year,” KC says. “This
time, we were reaching out to a bigger
population, and the purifiers were better.
They were stronger and sturdier and more
expensive—but worth it.”
The venture was a success. They
directly impacted more people, which KC

calls being efficiently stingy, but they also
expanded their reach. Rather than just
focusing on improving water access for a
few individuals, they added a component on
awareness outreach. For this, the Mission
Aqua team used a three-tier model: direct
contact, word of mouth, and media.
“The third has the biggest reach,” KC
says. “It is the least impactful, but it can
inspire others to join the cause. That’s
where we see the biggest change.”
The group was featured in an hourlong
show on one of the most popular national
television channels in Nepal. Within a
couple months of the show airing, KC
began hearing reports of people from other
schools and organizations doing similar
projects. Some even used the name Mission
Aqua. They also presented their work at
the Clinton Global Initiative University,
which asks student leaders to make concrete
commitments to solving some of the world’s
most pressing issues, including poverty and
lack of education.
Fast forward to July 2012. KC and
Mahara are back at Bal Mandir, the rural
primary school where Mission Aqua
started. They are joined by a group of six
Rollins students and two faculty members.
Their participation doesn’t exactly fit
KC’s efficiency model, and he’s sick from
weeks of planning and trying to make sure
everything goes smoothly. The exhaustion
is visible on his face, but you wouldn’t
notice it by the way he’s laughing as he
moves from point to point at the school. He
may know that he could be getting more
done, but he doesn’t let on.
Instead, as a student facilitator on the
trip, he’s taken a step back. He’s learned
the fine art of delegating, but he hasn’t lost
his focus.
“The purifiers are not working as
efficiently as they were, so we’re replacing
them,” he says. “The water source is
nonexistent, so we’re working on providing
a source that goes directly to the school.”
Larry Eng-Wilmot, a professor of
chemistry at Rollins and the faculty
adviser for MLB since its inception, has

been managing that project and working with a local
plumber to bring it to fruition.
“I like to hammer and drill and ‘jury-rig’ and
generally get my hands dirty,” Eng-Wilmot says,
“and all of those things are needed to install the new
200-liter per day water system for the school.”
Mahara, who KC sees as complementing his
approach by being more interested in completely
changing one life as opposed to reaching many, is
leading the health camp component and educating
students about hygiene and the importance of clean
water. While KC moves around the school, Mahara
spends the day in an assembly hall with the students,
playing videos about dental care and handing out water
bottles, so students can take the water home with them
and discuss what they learned with their parents. The
two work in tandem on different aspects, and KC sees
that as making them a stronger team.
“We have different views on what’s effective,” he
says, “which makes us more efficient.”
Both are passionate about their country and helping
others, but Eng-Wilmot comments that KC and Mahara
definitely have different ways of approaching that. “Adi
has strong leadership skills and was comfortable from
the very start taking the initiative, organizing his peers
to take on an issue, and being mindful of the fact that
details matter,” he says. “KC is the ideas person. He has
the ability to see a problem from many perspectives and
offer several solutions for consideration, rather than
being tied to a single solution. He has an expansive
mind, and is always thinking about how something can
be done better to be more effective.”
At the end of the day, the children at Bal Mandir
have clean water from a local source, which they can
take home in the bottles MLB provided, and they have
spent the day playing in the sun and learning about
their health. It’s all in a day’s work for KC and Mahara.
But KC is still thinking about improvements for next
time.
“For next year, I am planning something big,” he
says. “I’m thinking of using corporations to benefit
the public and hoping to create a social responsibility
movement. For example, banks are everywhere. If there
is a bank in a rural part of a district, as a corporate
responsibility to giving back, they can install a water
purifier in a certain school in that region. We’ll do
all of the work—the organizing, the installations, the
educating. That is the model for next time, so we don’t
have to worry about raising funds. I see this as being
more sustainable.”

At dawn and dusk, women from the
town can be seen walking along the
winding dirt roads carrying jugs of
water back to their homes.
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MAGAZINES
AND MEMORIES
No one knows more than Luis Dominguez
’61 how great the magazine industry once
was. Beginning his career with Condé Nast
Publications in the 1960s and spanning
four decades of what some might call the
industry’s golden age, Luis knew a time
when magazine legends like The New Yorker,
Harper’s, The Atlantic, and The Saturday
Evening Post reigned.
It was an era that evokes images of Mad Menesque newsrooms filled with cigarette smoke and
steadfast editorial standards that hadn’t yet been
battered by advertising pressure. It’s a time that Luis
looks back on with both fondness and longing.
“I came from the most credible section of the
business, but I saw it go down the shoot in many
ways,” says the former Rollins varsity tennis player,
who joined The New Yorker in 1965 in its advertising
sales department. The job was a dream come true
for Luis, an English major whose creative writing
professors often used the weekly opinion-forming
publication as an example of the crème de la crème of
writing.
“I always knew I would go into magazine
publishing and always hoped it would be with The
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New Yorker.” His run there lasted 20 years, eventually
catapulting him to the position of European director
in the publication’s London office before he left to
join Hearst Corporation in 1985.
At Hearst, he managed advertising and circulation
for Town & Country and dealt with editorial matters
requested by its U.S.-based magazines. In 1987, he was
made publisher of Harpers & Queen, a U.K. version
of Harper’s Bazaar. In 1990, he was headhunted by
the Telegraph Group and became publisher and chief
executive of The Spectator.
While still rewarding in its own way, life after
The New Yorker was never quite the same. “When I
went to work at The New Yorker, I remember a good
friend at the time said that I was going to the cleanest
sell in the business. What he meant was that there
was no liaison between the advertising and editorial
departments of the magazine,” Luis recalls. “For 20
years of my life I was able to work that side of the
street. When I went to work for Hearst, I then got into
the area of editorial support. If advertisers found they
weren’t getting editorial credit, they would take issue.
It was quid pro quo—a very different ball game than
I was used to.”
It was around this time that Luis began to see the
rise of advertorials, pages in the publication paid for
by advertisers but designed to look and feel like the
editorial portions of the magazine. “The whole point
was to try to seduce the reader, to make them think
it’s editorial, but it’s in fact paid for by the advertisers.
That really became the flavor of the month at one
point, and publications started creating promotions
departments that did nothing but create advertorials
in the pages of the magazine. I always felt that a
lot of these magazines insulted the intelligence of

Luis
Dominguez
’61

their readers and assumed they would be gullible
enough to believe that the advertorial wasn’t
paid for.”
Luis remembers crossing that river with a great
amount of difficulty. “It was a very strong revenue
stream, but it wasn’t easy for me. In the culture of
the glossy magazine titles, this was not a problem
for them. I remember Condé Nast once saying that
his magazines were nothing more than department
stores in print.”
But the blurring of lines between advertising
and editorial has never appealed to him. “As far as
the business is concerned, no thank you, I don’t
like it. I think it’s appalling.”
Luis, who served as an advisory board member
for The Institute of U.S. Studies at London
University when Margaret Thatcher was its chair,
retired in 2006 and has lived in Florence, Italy, ever
since. “I had been living in England for 35 years
and thought it was time for a change,” he says.
His two sons live in the U.S. and his two
daughters live in London, so he travels to see them
several times each year. But mostly he plays tennis,
practices Italian, and enjoys the view of the 3-acre
Corsini Gardens from his home. “I’m doing all
the things I couldn’t do when I was working,” Luis
says. “Florence is a very pleasant place to live, and
you can get on a plane and within 90 minutes be in
some of the most amazing cities in Europe.”
Besides time to enjoy life’s finer things,
retirement has given Luis the opportunity to reflect
back with satisfaction on his career. “Magazines
were a very proud profession—not yet ruined by
the commercial realities. I was very fortunate to
have been in the right place at the right time.”
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The Social

Rollins faculty devote their lives to making a
difference in the classroom—and the world.
CHALK IT UP TO A BURNING SENSE OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OR AN UNRELENTING
PASSION FOR A COMPELLING CAUSE, BUT THIS GROUP OF DOERS IS MAKING A DENT—
LARGE AND SMALL—IN THE ISSUES IMPORTANT TO THEM.

BY KRISTEN MANIERI / PHOTOS BY JUDY WATSON TRACY

DAN CHONG
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

CAUSE HUMAN RIGHTS
AND GLOBAL POVERTY
THE PROBLEM “Global poverty

is the leading killer of people—far
more than war and violence,” Dan
Chong says. “Every day, 20,000
people die silently from unnatural
causes mostly related to poverty,
such as a lack of clean water and
nutrition as well as access to
medicine.”
MAKING THE CONNECTION
BETWEEN POVERTY AND
HUMAN RIGHTS After completing

his undergraduate degree, Chong
worked with refugees in Thailand.
“This was when I started to become
really interested in war, peace, and
human-rights issues,” says Chong,
who then went on to get his master’s
degree in international peace studies.
“In my research, it became obvious
to me that if people were dying
because of a lack of basic needs, that
this is a human-rights issue. Yet most
human-rights organizations weren’t
relating to poverty as a human-rights
issue,” says Chong, who focused his
Ph.D. research on understanding
how we advocate for basic needs.
“Why did we ignore these rights
for so long, why now are we finally
starting to give them attention, and
how effective are our efforts? This is
what I am interested in.”
HIS IMPACT “I want students to

appreciate the value of international
aid. I think a lot of people are cynical
about it, but when we meet people
who are alive because of a donation
made by an individual or our
government, I hope students learn
that aid certainly can save lives.”
Besides teaching courses about
human rights and world politics,

Chong leads annual field studies to
emerging countries such as Thailand
and Burma, where students meet
with human-rights activists and also
with people who are at the heart of
the issue. “One of the most moving
experiences we had in Thailand was
visiting Burmese refugees living in a
trash dump,” Chong recalls. “I had
seen a lot of poverty in my life, but
this was the worst I had ever seen.
We were all really moved. I think
there is a lot that happens by virtue
of experiencing this firsthand.”
BRINGING THE CAUSE
TO CAMPUS Chong is the

faculty adviser for the Amnesty
International Club and the One
Campaign at Rollins. “Last year,
one of my RCC students, Rebecca
Hamilton ’14, decided to bring
the Invisible Child Campaign to
Rollins. She asked me to be the
faculty adviser,” Chong says. “I’m
so impressed by how passionate this
group has been. They’ve gone on
lobby trips, held campus fundraisers,
and brought speakers to campus.
They’ve really inspired me.”
WHY HE DOES IT Chong feels

a sense of hope about the positive
contributions that can be made.
“In the last 30 years, the world has
seen historically unprecedented
gains in the livelihoods of people at
the bottom of the income scale. In
the 1980s, two billion people in the
world were not getting their basic
needs met; today, that number is one
billion. Never before in the history
of civilization have we pulled people
out of extreme poverty at this scale.
People don’t realize that our existing
efforts have been really successful so
far. We just need to expand that and
reach that last billion people.”
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THE SOCIAL JUSTICE LEAGUE

DENISE CUMMINGS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CRITICAL MEDIA AND CULTURAL STUDIES

CAUSE NATIVE AMERICAN
CULTURAL REPRESENTATION
IN MEDIA
HER AIM “I’m looking for a more inclusive

cinema, one that includes more voices
and perspectives,” Denise Cummings
says. “Hollywood is very narrow. I am
responding to misrepresentations and
drawing attention to the artists and
scholars whose works and ideas create
new spaces for Native Americans to claim
themselves.”
SPOTLIGHTING NATIVE FILM

In 2000, Cummings introduced a film
program to the annual Native American
Literature Symposium, a Native-run
international conference held annually
at a U.S. tribal venue. Each year, she and
a colleague from Yale University—who
joined her efforts in 2008—curate a
selection of Native American films,
sometimes before theatrical release. “There
is a huge body of Native film right now.
This film program brings film enthusiasts
but also Native scholars from all sorts of
disciplines, as well as filmmakers, to come
together to talk about Native film. There
is so much interest that it’s hard to decide
which films to choose.”
BRINGING THE CAUSE TO CAMPUS

“In my Native American Media and Cultural
Studies course—a special topics course
I devised for critical media and cultural
studies—students examine the impact
of invasion and colonization on Indian
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America, and the intersection of Indian
and European histories and systems of
knowledge,” says Cummings, who is
currently developing a course that centers
on global indigenous cinema. “In my
teaching, I strive to devise opportunities
for students to explore critical issues that
concern contemporary American Indians,
and I do this through analyses of a
variety of Native-produced cultural texts:
literature, film, other forms of media
expression, and popular culture. Through
examination and exploration of these
Native textual productions, I aim to raise
awareness about indigenous ways of living
and understandings of the world.”
HER PUBLISHED WORK Her edited

collection, Visualities: Perspectives on
Contemporary American Indian Art
and Film, examines indigenous selfrepresentation in film, photography,
painting, and other visual media.
HER MOTIVATION “I am deeply

interested in the ways I can have
conversations that open up the
possibilities for people to understand
things from different perspectives,
including how race is constructed in the
U.S.,” Cummings says. “Every time we
see a film that in some way supports a
negative stereotype about race, we have
an opportunity to bring the conversation
into the mainstream. I see myself fitting
into this bigger picture of contributing to
a lot of different types of work that gets us
talking about these issues.”

TONIA WARNECKE ’99
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

CAUSE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
AND GENDER EQUITY

of the International Labor Organization’s study group
on regulating for decent work, which has had two
conferences so far specifically about global labor issues.

THE ISSUE Women are arguably the largest untapped

resource in the world. Many policymakers ignore gender
inequality, but even when they try to address it, they often
fail to implement effective policies. As Tonia Warnecke
explains, “Most emerging economies—such as India,
China, and Brazil—have programs trying to support
female entrepreneurship, and they can help to an extent.
But a lot of programs just give money to people, instead
of pairing financial support with training. This limits the
effectiveness of the program.”
HOW SHE GOT STARTED “About a decade ago, I

noticed that a lot of research assumed an unambiguously
positive relationship between economic growth and the
quality of women’s lives, and more recently, I noticed
the same perspective with regard to entrepreneurship,”
Warnecke says. “While I think that entrepreneurship is
good, I suspected that the story was a bit more complex
than that, especially for women.” In many cases,
Warnecke has found that women tend not just to benefit
less from economic progress, but also to be hurt more by
economic downturns and financial crises.

HER TRAVELS KEEP HER INSPIRED In conjunction

with the Student-Faculty Collaborative Scholarship
program, Warnecke visited female street vendors last
year in China. “It was a humbling experience. Even
though gender and development is my area of expertise,
I am coming at it from a privileged perspective, being a
highly educated female in a very wealthy country,” says
Warnecke, who has also traveled to India and South
Africa for similar research. “No matter how much I study
and read about it, there is only so much I can understand.
But going there helps to ground my research and reminds
me not to project my own values on others.”
BRINGING THE CAUSE TO CAMPUS This fall,

Warnecke is teaching a class called Globalization and
Gender. “As part of that class, students are going to
design a program that could be a potential solution to a
problem facing women in the country of their choice,”
explains Warnecke, who is the faculty adviser for the
Microfinance Fund club, a group of students who raise
funds to support primarily female entrepreneurs in the
developing world.

HER IMPACT “You can underestimate the role of

academia in making social shifts. Policymakers in
individual countries and multinational organizations
rely on research from think tanks and academia to make
policy decisions,” Warnecke says. “If no one is doing
this research, the status quo continues to be repeated.
Academia pushes the boundaries and gets people to think
outside the box.” Warnecke has found that the best way to
start the process of having her research ultimately impact
policy change is by networking and attending relevant
conferences. “It certainly takes time for the information
to reach the people who make the decisions, but sharing
the research is the key to bringing the information to
these decision-makers.” To that end, Warnecke is part

CURRENT PROJECTS Warnecke is co-editing

The Handbook of Research on Gender and Economic
Life, which encapsulates the gender dimension of
everything from health, education, and finance, to labor
discrimination and poverty.
WHY SHE CARES “I’m a big believer in everyone

having a real chance to achieve his or her goals and
ambitions. There are so many barriers, not just for
women, but for other groups as well,” Warnecke says.
“My research is one way for me to try, at least in a small
way, to level the playing field a little bit and give them the
chance to lead a more fulfilling life.”

“I’m a big believer in everyone having a real
chance to achieve his or her goals and ambitions.”
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CAUSE LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL,
AND TRANSGENDER (LGBT)
CIVIL RIGHTS
THE PROBLEM “If there are no federal,

state, or county laws protecting our LGBT
citizens, then a person can be fired based on
sexual orientation, and that person would
have no grounds for a discrimination case,”
Lisa Tillmann says.
THEIR IMPACT For more than a decade,

Tillmann and Kathryn Norsworthy
have worked with the Orlando AntiDiscrimination Ordinance Committee to
secure protections for Central Floridians
from discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation and of gender identity
and expression. In the process, they have
worked to reform or create more than
a dozen city and county policies and
ordinances, including securing domestic
partner benefits for City of Orlando
employees, and most recently, establishing
the City of Orlando and Orange County
Domestic Partnership Registries. “Because
of these ordinances, it is now illegal in
Orange County to discriminate on the basis
of sexual orientation or gender identity and
expression,” Tillmann says.
BRINGING THE CAUSE TO CAMPUS

Tillmann and Norsworthy have lobbied
for the transformation of domestic partner
and gender discrimination policies and
helped implement the Safe Zone program,
which has trained numerous members of
the Rollins community to be allies with the
LGBT community on campus and beyond.
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TEACHING LGBT RIGHTS “I teach a

class on gender, solidarity, and equality,
which includes coursework about LGBT
issues and history,” Tillmann says. “Many
of my students aren’t familiar with the
legal situation in the LGBT community
and continually express surprise that we
are still talking about these reforms in
2012. Most have thought these were settled
issues and wonder why they still aren’t
resolved.” Norsworthy infuses advocacy
into all the courses she teaches in the
masters in counseling program. “The
counseling profession has institutionalized
the ethical imperative that we use our
knowledge and skills to change social,
political, and cultural inequities rooted in
homophobia, racism, sexism, and other
forms of oppression that lead people to
have mental health issues in the first place,”
says Norsworthy, referring to forms of
discrimination that limit people’s access to
opportunities and basic needs, lead them
to feel as if they can’t succeed, or create
barriers that can’t be overcome.

LISA
TILLMANN
PROFESSOR OF CRITICAL
MEDIA AND CULTURAL
STUDIES

THE IMPORTANCE OF ADVOCACY

While both Tillmann and Norsworthy take
seriously their role in creating the next
generation of responsible citizens, they see
their contributions to their community as
being equally essential. “It’s critical that we
as faculty do more than understand social
justice conceptually. We need to develop
and practice the social change competencies
and skills—to ‘walk the talk’—particularly
in terms of effectively partnering with other
individuals and groups in the community
who do this work and fight these fights,”
Norsworthy explains.

KATHRYN
NORSWORTHY
PROFESSOR OF GRADUATE
STUDIES IN COUNSELING

PEDRO BERNAL
PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY

CAUSE WATER PURIFICATION IN
THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

BRINGING THE CAUSE TO CAMPUS

Republic (D.R.) native, Pedro Bernal began
working on clean water projects 20 years
ago. “My first exposure to the water situation
in rural communities occurred during a
mission trip to the D.R. with the Catholic
Diocese of Orlando,” he says. “We were
involved in aid work on western provinces
along the Haitian border, and being the
chemist in the group made it a natural fit
for me to engage in the water side of the
equation.”

Over the last 15 years, Bernal has led
annual student trips to the D.R. for
water purification and communitybuilding projects. “We do water quality
analysis work in the villages where there
are existing filters. I could not have
done this without the students,” Bernal
says. “Invariably, the students who
participate have a very good experience.”
For example, Laveta Stewart ’00 and
Elizabeth Thiele ’01 participated in the
D.R. field experience multiple times while
attending Rollins, an experience that
impacted their career choices.

HIS IMPACT Since 1998, Bernal has

DOING HIS SMALL PART “I don’t have

distributed about 15,000 filters in rural
D.R. The filters allow residents to purify
water at home. “None of my training in
grad school had anything to do with what
we’re working on with these filters,” says
Bernal, who gets financial support for his
work from the College as well as civic and
non-governmental organizations. “I just
kept troubleshooting, testing, and improving
until we have what we have now, which
works reasonably well.”

any illusions about the kind of impact I
have—I am a small operation. But it’s not
necessarily something that bothers me.
My aim is to try to serve as well as I can
those I can serve. I’m always looking for
more resources to do projects, but I’m
not fundamentally a fundraiser. I much
prefer to be on the ground, working with
the communities.”

HOW HE GOT STARTED A Dominican

SUPPORTING PUBLIC HEALTH Studies

have shown that providing a source of
potable water doesn’t always mean people
won’t get sick. For that reason, water projects
should always be combined with some
sort of hygiene and sanitation promotion
campaign. “We provide the filter, and we also
try to educate people about the importance
of hygiene and environmental sanitation
in reducing the incidence of waterborne
disease. It’s been shown, for instance, that
washing your hands in a systematic way can
combat disease with much the same impact
as providing clean water.”

HIS ADVICE Bernal suggests choosing

a cause based on your resources and
talents. “This is now part of my life, and
I have been able to dedicate time and
resources to this in ways that if I were at
other institutions it would be harder to
do,” Bernal says. “The College has been
incredibly supportive of what I do and
has invested money to allow students to
go to the D.R. regularly. At Rollins, if you
find something you love to do, you can go
in that direction. I feel incredibly grateful
to have something that essentially gives a
direction to my life and activities.”
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CAUSE SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
AND FAIR TRADE
ORGANIZATION Mary Conway

Dato-on has had ties to Ten
Thousand Villages since 2004 and
now serves on the Winter Park board
as vice president and chair of its
marketing and outreach committee.
She also worked with M.B.A. student
Colin Myers to help organize Ten
Thousand Village’s inaugural
croquet tournament in March 2012.
This event raised funds for the
organization’s learning tours, which
provide staff and volunteers the
opportunity to travel internationally
to meet the producers of items
sold in U.S. stores. “My biggest
contribution has been to apply
marketing strategy to our advertising
and outreach efforts, and to help
the store see better results from the
money we are now spending. I’m
certainly not a one-woman show; I
work very closely with the board and
the store managers.”

as I went over to the business side,
I became interested in educating
women worldwide about ways
to earn income and sustain their
families. Ten Thousand Villages
really aligns with that.”
HER PASSION FOR HELPING
WOMEN RUNS DEEP “I am a

die-hard ’70s feminist. Since my
teenage years, I have been looking at
global women’s issues and feminist
theories. As my career progressed,
the expression of that interest has
taken several forms, including social
entrepreneurship.”
BRINGING THE CAUSE TO
CAMPUS Conway Dato-on has

been part of the team driving the
efforts to make Rollins a Fair Trade
University and Winter Park a Fair
Trade Town, which the latter became
earlier this year. “It is an education,
and all good education takes time.
But we really can and should educate
consumers to make better buying
decisions.”

WHAT DRIVES HER Conway

OTHER INITIATIVES Conway

Dato-on believes connecting
consumers and producers is an
important element of fair trade. “If
you understand where your products
are coming from, you are more likely
to buy in a way that is more fair to
the producer.”

Dato-on is part of a team of
people in the Rollins community
focused on bringing the Social
Entrepreneurship and Sustainability
initiative to campus. “I’m proud of
my role in getting this from being
a task force to now really having an
office with a home and cross-campus
footprint. There are many of us
doing very similar work and trying
to achieve the same objectives. When
we come together, we can become
more cross-disciplinary in our
approach.”

HOW SHE GOT STARTED

Conway Dato-on has been studying
and publishing on global equity and
gender for years, always coming at it
from a business and cultural point
of view. “My background is from
the liberal arts and international
relations side. I always had an
interest in global women’s issues, and
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IN THE CLASSROOM As part

of her Global Consulting Projects

MARY CONWAY
DATO-ON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

course, students work with global
nonprofits. “I was just in Mexico
City working with a foundation
that runs senior residences, and
they wanted to know if they should
open a skilled nursing facility.”
Her class created a report to guide
the organization’s efforts, and she
is currently writing a case for the
foundation to be published in 2013.
HER MOTIVATION “The results

of my efforts. I see students become
more engaged when they notice
their efforts make a difference to
a nonprofit. I observe consumers
become excited when they know
their purchases make a difference in
the lives of artisan producers. And
I am further energized when I meet
and work with others who share my
passion for social entrepreneurship.
The work I do with Ten Thousand
Villages and the Social Entrepreneurship and Sustainability initiative
is among the most exciting parts of
my job.”

EREN TATARI
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

CAUSE AMERICAN-MUSLIM
RELATIONS
THE ISSUE “There are 1.5 billion

Muslims in this world. That’s one out
of four people,” Eren Tatari says. “The
Muslim population in the U.S. is an
increasing community. It’s imperative for
our students to know what Islam is and
who Muslims are. They cannot be global
citizens without understanding this huge
part of our planet.”
HER IMPACT Through her affiliation

with the Orlando Turkish Cultural Center
and the Islamic Society of Central Florida,
as well as through academia, Tatari gives
numerous lectures on Islam. “The talks
tend to be about 30 minutes with an hour
and a half of questions. People are just
dying to ask a Muslim questions.”
OVERARCHING MISSION “I am

interested in building bridges between
communities,” Tatari says. “If we are
going to solve problems in the U.S., war is
not the solution. What will solve them is
educating individuals in the Middle East
and citizens in the U.S., asking them to
sit in the same room and have a human
interaction. They don’t need to even talk
about politics; they can talk about the
weather. But they need to humanize each
other and realize they have the same fears
and concerns. When you put faces on the
‘other,’ it changes your attitude and what
you can say and do about those people.”

AN ADVOCATE FOR MINORITY
RIGHTS Tatari said that although the U.S.

was built on a foundation of respecting
rights and accommodating differences,
it’s also important for people to know and
understand those rights. “You have to know
that you have rights and then respectfully
and legally demand them,” she says. “We
have a saying in Turkey: ‘It’s the crying
baby that gets the milk.’ ” To that end,
Tatari works with Muslim women in her
community, mostly immigrants, to help
them understand their rights. “They have
language barriers, are not citizens, are afraid
of the system, and do not know about the
rights they do have, so they continue to
remain marginalized. I also hope to serve as
a role model, so minority women can see that
if you want to achieve something, you can.”
BRINGING THE CAUSE TO CAMPUS

Tatari teaches courses on Middle East
politics, Muslims in the West, and Islam, all
of which are intended to educate students
about Muslims here and abroad. She’s also
engaged in research with students about
the political integration of Muslims in
Orlando. “I am always trying to correct the
misconceptions.”
HER OUTLOOK “You can be different

and still love and respect others. Muslims,
African-Americans, Hispanics… No one
is going anywhere. These communities are
growing each day. So we have to learn to
appreciate the beauty of this colorful mosaic.
Diversity is fascinating.”

“You have to know that you have
rights and then respectfully and
legally demand them.”
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reunion & alumni Weekend 2013

March 22–24
rollins.edu/reunion

•

800.799.ALUM

Registration & Early Bird Rates Now Available Online

One Reunion. Many Memories.

Connected for LIFE

WHAT ARE
REGIONAL ALUMNI
CLUBS TRYING TO
ACCOMPLISH?
{FROM YOU R ALU M N I PRE S I DE NT}
TONY LEVECC H IO ’68 ’69M BA

I’m excited to lead the Rollins Alumni
Association for the coming academic
year. We have many outstanding
board members and aggressive goals
to continue connecting alumni
to their alma mater and
each other.
One of the cornerstones of the strategic plan we
launched three years ago was to establish Alumni
Regional Clubs. Since then, we have launched 11
clubs and have held events in Atlanta, Boston,
Central Florida, D.C., Dallas-Fort Worth, Denver,
Greater Cincinnati, Los Angeles, New York, San
Francisco, and Tampa Bay. Plans are under way to
launch clubs in Charlotte, Chicago, Jacksonville,
Philadelphia, and South Florida.
Once all 16 chapters are launched, the Alumni
Association will have contact with approximately
80 percent of our national alumni. So, a good
question is, “What are the Regional Alumni
Clubs trying to accomplish?”

1

Connect local alumni with one
another and encourage business
networking opportunities

graduating seniors
2 Help
find employment
Rollins’ mission through
3 Support
volunteerism and philanthropy
Rollins in our local
4 Represent
communities and continue to
attract students to Rollins

Rollins has many able and willing staff members
in admissions, career services, and alumni
relations, and I encourage each of you to reach
out to them, interact with your local club, and
participate in alumni activities.
I hope to see many of you back on campus
during the annual Reunion & Alumni Weekend
on March 22–24, 2013. My wife, Donna, will be
joining me for the festivities as we celebrate our
40th wedding anniversary.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Mimi E. Allen ’06
Even Berntsen ’84
Lee Morris Birdsong ’74
Beverly K. Buckley ’75
Elaine Berry Clark ’82
Penelope Martin Cooke ’62
Anne Crichton Crews ’75
Gregory S. Derderian ’80
Jason E. Dimitris ’92
Scott L. Filter ’02
Roxanne Mougenel Fleming ’77
Day Laguardia Gigliotti ’89 ’94MAT
Carroll Hanley Goggin ’85
Sydney Burt Goodwin ’60
Frank M. Greene III ’87 ’93MBA
Jared T. Greisman ’92
Donald C. Griffin ’64
Kristine Whelan Griscom ’85
Kellee M. Johnson ’90
Sally A. Johnston ’06
Tony J. LeVecchio ’68 ’69MBA
William D. Murphy, Jr. ’74
Jacqueline J. Peregrin ’06 ’07MBA
Lee Saufley Phillips ’87
Susan Douglass Quirk ’78 ’79MBA
Constance Morton Seay ’74
Rachel M. Simmons ’97
John R. Ursone ’67 ’68MAT
Keri Williamson ’07
Ellen Russell Wolfson ’85 ’93MAT
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’58

After 52 years, BRUCE BEAL
retired from active management
of The Beal Companies. He moved to
London in April 2012 where he has begun
studying Asian art at the School of Oriental
and African Studies, University of London,
and has learned to use the Tube as public
transportation, managing not to get too
lost. Bruce visits his country home in west
Ireland whenever he has the opportunity
and enjoyed his three years of service on
the College’s Board of Trustees. He writes,
“I am hopeful that many of my classmates
will be able to return for our 55th reunion
next year. I look forward to seeing them.”

1

2

7

8

’62|

LINDA QUALLS COFFIE
(1) ’78MSCJ P’85 P’89MBA
P’92MAT shares a recent family portrait
that includes her children TREY COFFIE
’90 ’92MAT and ASHLIE COFFIE ’85
’89MBA. The portrait was taken while Trey
and his family were visiting from Korea.

12

13

14

15

’70|

GARY CASSELMAN co-wrote
Waking the Sleeping Giant:
How Mainstream Americans Can Beat
Liberals at Their Own Game with his
business partner. The team has been
featured on numerous talk shows including
Fox & Friends. The book is available on
Amazon.com and the company’s website,
concordbridgeconsulting.com.

’71|

DAVID HOBART (2) was
highlighted on the Los Alamos
National Laboratory website in early 2012.
He discussed chemistry, the periodic table,
and a lecture he delivered in 2009 to the
Russian Academy of Sciences.

’73

CHRISTOPHER MURRAY
(3) joined Hayden Wealth
Management Group in Westport, CT, as a
financial planner and board member of the
Financial Planning Association. In February,
the American Culinary Federation (ACF)
presented RICHARD COTE (4) with the
2012 Southeast Region Hermann G.
Rusch Chef’s Achievement Award, which
honors chefs who have demonstrated the
highest level of commitment to both ACF
and the culinary profession. Richard is a
candidate for the federation’s national
award. In March 2012, TOM AUSTIN (5)
’76MEd celebrated his 1,000th win as head
baseball coach at Methodist University in
Fayetteville, NC.
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’78

On May 4, ELIZABETH
BLOSSEY (6) P’04 P’07
received a doctor of nursing practice
degree from the University of Florida.
She is a certified nurse midwife and a
faculty member in the medical education
department at Orlando Health.

’79

TONY LEMBECK (7) serves as
CEO of NAI Friedland Realty, the
largest privately owned commercial realty
firm in Westchester, NY. Each summer,
Tony supports Camp Viva, a respite camp
for locals and their families who are living
with HIV/AIDS. LESLIE WALTKE was
appointed to global vice president of
human resources at Shire, a global specialty
biopharmaceutical company.

’80

Winter Park Land Company
Broker PITT WARNER (8)
received the annual Community Leader
Award from Leadership Winter Park in
June 2012 for his exemplary leadership
qualities and commitment to furthering the
Winter Park community. Pitt is past chair
and member of Tar Boosters at Rollins.
Tim Zyburt and Matt Callway, sons of
BOB ZYBURT and PAUL CALLWAY ’79,
respectively, completed their volleyball

season at Wheaton South High School by
winning the Illinois State Title with a 42-0
undefeated record and being named the top
volleyball team in the nation by ESPNHS.
Both are playing college volleyball, Tim at
Nazareth College and Matt at Penn State.

’82

Longtime friends MICHAEL
STEWART, BILL SHEAF, SHERRIE
LATHAM HILL, TOM COOPER, and JIM
KILLAM (9) gathered for a Christmas party
last December, a tradition since 1993.

’83

CINDY HAHAMOVITCH, a history
professor at William & Mary,
received the Philip Taft Labor History
Book Award for No Man’s Land: Jamaican
Guestworkers in America and the Global
History of Deportable Labor at the annual
meeting of Labor and Working-Class History
Association in late April. The book was also
recognized by the Organization of American
Historians as the year’s best book in
American social and/or American intellectual
history, receiving the Merle Curti Award,
as well as the James A. Rawley Prize in
American History, an award bestowed on the
year’s best book associated with the history
of race relations in the U.S.

3

4

5

9

16

10

11

17

’84

THOMAS HAUSKE (10) P’12 P’16
and KIM BISTRAIN-SLATER
P’12 celebrated the graduation of their
daughters, GRACE HAUSKE ’12 and ADDIE
SLATER ’12. Addie followed in her mother’s
footsteps by becoming a Kappa Kappa
Gamma sister.

18

ERIC PAGE (13) has been listed
among the 2012 Florida Rising
Stars by Super Lawyers magazine. Eric is an
associate at Hill Ward Henderson in Tampa, FL.

’97

NICOLE METSISTO MAZER (14)
and husband, Jeffrey, welcomed
Madeleine Diana on 9/30/11.

’98

’87

’00

’90

’02

JEFF MCCORMICK was promoted
to director of development and
planned giving at his alma mater, Saint
Ignatius High School in Cleveland.

JONATHAN CHISDES (11)
married Natasha Agee in Winter
Springs, FL, on 1/15/12. CAROL KOSTICK
and VIRGIL SCHENCK (12) ’96MBA went
on an Alaskan fishing trip earlier this year.
A special education consultant, Carol is
pursuing a master of science in education
degree with a focus on learning disabilities
at Nova Southeastern University. Virgil
is the former director of The Schenck
Company in Orlando and Cocoa Beach, FL.

20

19

’94

’85

KARIM RAHEMTULLA’S ’90MBA
book Where in the World Should
I Invest?: An Insider’s Guide to Making
Money Around the Globe reached No. 3 on
Amazon’s best-seller list and No. 1 for new
releases. (See story p. 12)

6

JUNIA JEAN-GILES BEAUBRUN
(15) and husband, Jonas
Beaubrun ’02, welcomed Jathaniel J. on
6/8/11. SUSAN MCLEAN (16) and husband,
Matt, welcomed Noelle Anastasia on
9/13/11.
CHRISTOPHER FAMA recently
published A Listening Curriculum
for the Lower-Division College Student: A
Step-by-Step Course Design for Listening.
KRISTI DICKEY was appointed
volunteer coordinator at the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals in Titusville, FL. Miracle Mile Girls,
a short film directed by KATIE MARZULLO
last spring, was accepted to the Cannes
Film Festival and screened in May 2012.
LAURA ABRUZZESE married Christopher
Rossi in Summit, NJ, on 6/1/12.

’03

ROBIN BERRY ’11MLS received
the Teacher of the Year Award
at Teague Middle School in Altamonte
Springs, FL. Alabama resident PETE
BLANK ’03MHR and his family lost their
home in a tornado earlier this year. The
family took shelter in their basement during
the storm and, thankfully, each member
escaped with minor injuries. ELIZABETH
LOGAN married David Smith in Altamonte
Springs, FL, on 11/18/11. ANDREW MERKIN
(17) and wife, Crystal Watson, welcomed
Rory Hazel on 3/13/12. SARAH SHERWOOD
WESTOVER (18) and husband, Jeffrey
Westover ’02, welcomed Emily Jo on
8/20/11.

’04

THERESA MASTERS
MCDONALD (19) and
husband, William, welcomed Connor
Ayden on 1/23/12.

’05

COLLEEN MCCALL TRUSLER
(20) plays the supporting role
of Alanna in the film October Baby, which
opened nationwide March 23. For more
information, visit octoberbabymovie.net.
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22

23

25

A MANAGER’S
MANAGER
24

’06

MARINA SOUTO ELLIOT (21)
and husband Gavin welcomed
Ann Victoria on 7/22/10. CLAIRE KUNZMAN
’10MBA was promoted to vice president of
client services at Cheryl Andrews Marketing
Communications. ALLISON WASSERMAN
HOFFMAN (22) ’08MBA currently serves
as marketing manager at Globalstar.
DANIELL ROBERTSON (23) ’10MBA and
ALEXANDRA LANG ’11 ’12MBA became
engaged on 3/3/12 in Napa, CA.

’12

’07

Whitney Cary, Kate Gallagher,
Erin Cornack, Jordan Ward
’08MAT, and Mimi Bloom celebrated the
engagement of ASHLEY SAKMAR (24) ’06
and MATTHEW NAHMIAS at Ashley’s
bachelorette party in Siesta Key, FL.

’09

BLAKIE JOYNER married
DREW BERNSTEIN (25) ’11MBA
in Montverde, FL, on 4/14/12. ANNIE
HARRIS married Taylor Kettler in
Easton, MD, on 10/1/11.

CONGRATULATIONS, CLASS OF 2012!
Welcome to the Rollins Alumni Association!

Max D. Richards’
philosophy was
simple: Demand the
best and lead by
example. This applied
to his personal life,
his teaching style,
and his work in the
field of management.
Prior to joining Rollins in 1981 as a
professor of management at the Crummer
Graduate School of Business, Richards
served as dean of Pennsylvania State
University’s Smeal College of Business
Administration. His scholarship and
the management education programs
he directed for executives in the U.S.,
Europe, and South America garnered him
international acclaim as one of the top
professionals in his field.
“He was ‘it’ in the field of management,”
said Steve Gauthier, associate dean
of operations and student services at
Crummer. “If you asked anyone who
was a leader in the industry of business
administration, Max Richards’ name
would have come up.”

JUDY WATSON TRACY

News you want to share?
Visit rollins.edu/alumni/class-news.html to fill out a Class News submission
form, or mail your news to Rollins College Class News. Office of Alumni Relations:
1000 Holt Avenue - 2736 Winter Park, FL 32789-4499
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At Rollins, Richards was instrumental
in helping the graduate school attain its
accreditation—something he did after
having “retired” from Penn State—but he
will be best remembered for developing the
Executive MBA and non-credit programs,
which have contributed to the business
school’s longstanding competitiveness.
He died on September 14, 2012.

I N M E M O RY
DOROTHY EDWARDS SMITH ’36

February 3, 2012
ANNETTE TWITCHELL WHITING ’36

April 19, 2012
TENNA HEAD POMPER ’48

January 29, 2012
RALPH T. COWAN ’49

April 1, 2012
CARLETON C. EMERY ’49

March 7, 2012
JOHN L. SHOLLENBERGER ’49

January 30, 2012
MARILYN PEARSON ’50

March 3, 2012
WILLIAM K. SMYTHE ’50

As a professor of English,
Rosemary Keefe Curb spent
time discussing the human
condition as presented in
literature. But a personal
experience informed the
work she’s best known for
and the program that stands
as her legacy at Rollins.

February 14, 2012
LEONARD G. BENSON ’52

March 21, 2012
JOHN M. DEGROVE ’53

April 16, 2012
J. MORITZ GROLIMUND ’54

July 6, 2009
H. DEWEY ANDERSON ’56

April 5, 2012

Rosemary
Keefe Curb
1940-2012

Prior to joining Rollins in 1979, Keefe Curb spent
eight years as a Dominican nun, which inspired
her to co-edit a groundbreaking anthology, Lesbian
Nuns: Breaking Silence. Published in 1985, the book
features 50 accounts by former and current nuns
and drew national attention for trying to “break the
silence” about women’s sexuality.
While the book brought a human rights issue to the global forefront, the program she
spearheaded at Rollins helped bring feminism to the Rollins curriculum. She created the Women’s
Studies program, which motivated faculty and students to examine the issues of gender roles
across all disciplines, and it still thrives today.
Her commitment to shedding light on other people’s struggles remained unwavering until the
end. In 2011, while suffering from pulmonary fibrosis, she helped coordinate the Feminist Forum
at Rollins, which celebrated feminism’s rich history and brought the opportunity for participants
to discuss its current state and collective hopes for the future.

EDWARD S. FAWCETT ’56

January 2, 2012
RICHARD C. CRABB ’59

May 4, 2012
ROBERT L. CRAIG ’59

January 1, 2012
ANN HENSON ’59

February 28, 2012
ELEANOR SHAW
KENYON ’60 ’65MAT

April 11, 2012
RICHARD D. EINHORN ’61

March 19, 2011
MEREDITH FULLER BAUM ’65

August 17, 2011
PATRICIA KAYE KNIGHT ’65

February 2, 2012
WILLARD E. SHAW ’68HH

June 9, 2011
KAREN KEIM ’74

March 31, 2012
STEVEN M. BELL ’84

February 23, 2012
JOSH ILUTZI ’99

April 9, 2012

FA C U LT Y & S TA F F
NAOMI DICKINSON P’72,
a Rollins employee from
1966-84, died February 26, 2012.
She served as administrative

She died May 24, 2012, of complications from a lung transplant.

assistant to the vice president for
business and finance and treasurer.
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Connected for LIFE

Will Graves
’77 | ’78MBA

Will Graves ’77 ’78MBA,
a 39-year volunteer for
many Rollins College causes,
can add Off-Broadway
producer to his credits. At
his “Thomas Edison: Man
of the Millennium” benefit
at Rollins’ Annie Russell
Theatre, Will raised $52,700
in one night to surprise
Rollins students Tessie
Swope ’08 and Rebeca
Montaner ’08 and their Five
Stones Project. Will set aside
thousands of dollars and
several months of his time
to produce the benefit, and
also arranged coverage in
many magazines.

USGA/CHRIS KEANE

A TAR ABOVE PAR
2011 WAS TERRI THORESON FROHNMAYER ’78’S YEAR—AND GOLF DIGEST MAGAZINE AGREED,
NAMING HER’NIOR WOMAN’S AMATEUR OF 2011. The former Tar defeated the heavily favored
defending champion Mina Hardin to win the Senior Women’s Amateur Championship in September
2011. As a result of being the first person to bring that golf title to Oregon in the event’s 50-year history,
the Salem resident was named Oregon Golfer of the Year by the Oregon Golf Association and the 2011
Pacific Northwest Senior Woman’s Player of the Year by the Pacific Northwest Golf Association. She
also became the only woman golfer to be honored by the Oregon Legislature, which recognized her
achievements in golf, business, and community service.

ALL THE WORLD’S

A REUNION

On May 11, Rollins Players alumni gathered
on a rooftop garden in Greenwich Village
in New York to reminisce about their glory
days at the Annie Russell Theatre.
For more information on the Annie Russell
Theatre mini-reunion on campus this
spring (March 22-24, 2013), contact Jane
Roeder ’72 at jar742@nyc.rr.com.
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REGIONAL ALUMNI CLUBS

San Francisco

Boston

Orlando

Orlando

NEW YORK CITY

SAN FRANCISCO

ORLANDO

BOSTON

William Vanderveer ’09HH
and Ryan David Saniuk ’94
celebrated Alumni Fox Day at
The Breslin in ACE Hotel in
New York, NY, on April 19, 2012.

Ski Grabowski ’63, Ilyse Gerber
’00HH, Sandy Sanders ’92, Dave
Santhri ’06HH, Jacqueline Malan
’06, Annie Hable ’06, Lindsey Elkin
’01, Sheila McIntosh ’91, Christina
Cooper ’90, Drew McGuire ’97,
Stas Margaronis ’70, Dave Berto
’56, Michael Cushing ’92, and Jane
Ahlering ’04 raise their mugs at
the Rollins Club of San Francisco
Kick-off Event and Alumni Fox Day
celebration held at Biergarten in
Hayes Valley on April 19, 2012.

Will Perry ’10MHR, Assistant Director
of Community Engagement Meredith
Hein, and Environmental Studies
Administrative Assistant Ann Francis
’01HH garden with students at Fern
Creek Elementary School during a
SummerSERVE project in Orlando,
FL, on May 25, 2012.

Edward Jacobs ’89, Bill Raye,
Amanda Avedissian, and Peter
Medgyesy ’06 at the Harpoon
Brewery Tasting in Boston, MA,
on May 31, 2012.

DALLAS
Kristen Guarisco ’97, Jami
Jennings ’96, Eric Vergati ’07,
and Valentina Tran at the Club
Kick-off Event, which was held at
Lone Star Park in Grand Prairie, TX,
on April 12, 2012.

ORLANDO
Jihan Ruano Watkins ’10 and Dustin
Watkins ’10 at the Rollins Club of
Central Florida Industry Networking
Panel and Reception held at the
Citrus Club of Orlando, FL, on
October 24, 2012.

WINTER PARK
Pam Evans and Lisa Gorman
Evans ’03 celebrate Alumni Fox
Day at Fiddler’s Green in Winter
Park, FL, on April 19, 2012.
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The LAST WORD

The Age of Aquarius
In the swinging ’60s, Rollins
College was not swinging with
the same gusto as other parts
of the country. I was a senior
theater major, looking for a
thesis project and running out
of time, when the mind-blowing
irreverence and in-your-face
nude scene of Hair lit my fire on
Broadway in 1967. It was the
highlight of several shows I saw
in the Big Apple with Dr. Robert
Juergens, head of the theater
department, and a group of
fellow students.
Hair would be my thesis project, I told Juergens, whom we
affectionately called DJ. I would produce, direct, and star in the
show at the Annie Russell, a theater so steeped in tradition that
it was connected to Knowles Memorial Chapel by a walkway
and garden.
DJ’s response: “No!”
But I wouldn’t let up. He argued he could never persuade
the Dean of the College or the community to go along with this
outrageousness. Winter Park residents enjoyed the grace and
comfort of a world unshaken by dramatic change. And a nude scene
at the Annie Russell? Never. Even New Yorkers had been shocked at

By Richard Camp ’69 | Illustration by Tim Bower

first. But eventually DJ relented, evoking my solemn promise that
the actors would perform with all their clothes on.
Opening night, and a standing-room-only crowd filled the
421-seat theater. Raucous, tender, pounding, revolutionary songs
about peace, love, and protest exploded onto the stage, along with
lyrics about sex that I’m sure had never before been uttered in that
magnificent setting. But not one person stormed out in a huff.
At the end of Act One, I was downstage center singing “Where
Do I Go?” with the entire cast lined up behind me. This was the
infamous place in the New York production where the cast faced the
audience in shameless full frontal glory. And my microphone went
dead.
I kept singing, adrenaline surging through every capillary. I
tossed the mike aside, frustrated, then tore off my shirt and threw it
into the audience, shouting the song’s words. The cast sang with me,
projecting the music to the rafters.
Completely besotted with the moment, I unbuttoned my jeans
and tore them off, standing there in my Skivvies. The audience
gasped. DJ glared from offstage.
I was so caught up in the spirit of free love and flower power, it
never occurred to me that I was doing a striptease on the venerable
Annie Russell stage.
The song progressed, “Where do I go, follow my heartbeat…”
My heartbeat was racing, pounding. Where would I go? All the
way? But I had a promise to keep. Unless…
“Where do I go, follow my hand…”
I had only seconds to make a decision. I was high on music,
adrenaline, peace, love, freedom, soul, and boomshakalaka rock ’n’
roll. One gesture was all it would take. I followed my hand to the
elastic band of my BVDs.
An hour later, after my character had died and the audience
joined the cast in singing “Let the Sunshine In,” I ran back onstage
(fully clothed now) to join the crowd and revel in the tremendous
energy emanating from the theater. No one could stop singing, not
the cast, not the audience. Annie Russell was singing in her ghostly
chair. Everyone shared the exhilaration of what the ’60s promised
but never lived up to.
Later I found DJ in the lobby, his smile as wide as Lake Virginia.
He gave me an enthusiastic hug. I was thrilled that he had been
caught up in the excitement, although in retrospect he most likely
embraced me because I had NOT taken off my underwear, leaving
intact his reputation and our bond of trust.
As for my thesis, I got an A.

Richard Camp ’69 writes for the stage and TV. His plays have been performed at Circle in the Square (“Diamonds,” directed by Harold Prince), The Vortex Theatre,
the McCarter Theatre at Princeton, the Odyssey Theatre, and Playwrights Kitchen Ensemble. He has also been nominated for three Emmys, won an Emmy for
Outstanding Individual Writing for “Hot Hero Sandwich,” and received a Writers Guild Citation for his work on the CBS daytime drama “Capitol.”
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